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Background. The link between physical activity and health outcomes is well established, yet levels of physical activity remain low.
This study quantifies eﬀects on mortality of the substitution of low activity episodes by higher activity alternatives using time-use
data. Methods. Sample time profiles are representative of the Canadian population (n = 19, 597). Activity time and mortality are
linked using metabolic equivalents(METs). Mortality risk is determined by peak daily METs and hours spent sedentary. The impact
of altering activity patterns is assessed using simulated life expectancy. Results. If all leisure screen time was replaced with an equal
amount of time spent going for a walk, an increase in life expectancy of about 2.5 years (95% CI, 1.4 to 3.8) would be expected. No
other activity category would have as large as an eﬀect. Conclusions. Reducing leisure screen time has a large eﬀect, because seniors
particularly have a large potential for mortality reduction and watch more television than other age groups. The general problem of
inactivity cannot be solved simply by reallocating time to more active pursuits, because daily activity patterns can be heterogeneous
or fragmented and activities may be nondiscretionary (e.g., work or childcare).

1. Introduction
The positive relationship between physical activity and health
is well established [1–5], yet levels of physical activity and
fitness remain low [6–9], while obesity rates are high, [9,
10] collectively threatening the persistent increase in life
expectancy enjoyed over the past century [11]. Physical activity is associated with a decreased risk of mortality, cardiovascular disease, diabetes, colon cancer, osteoporosis, depression, and other chronic disease conditions [1–5], making it
an important health promoting behaviour and a priority for
intervention. Accumulating evidence shows that sedentary
behaviours, independent of physical activity levels, are
associated with increased risk of cardiometabolic disease,

all-cause mortality, and a variety of physiological and
psychological problems [12–17]. Therefore, to maximize
health benefits, approaches to resolve the inactivity crisis
should attempt to both increase deliberate physical activity
and decrease sedentary behaviours.
Physical inactivity is pervasive, persistent, and a challenge
to overcome. It is generally believed that a multilevel, multisectoral approach is required to increase population levels
of physical activity [18]. Ultimately, resolving the problem
of inactivity requires a sustained change in individual daily
activity patterns. The feasibility of such changes depends on
what competing activities there are and how daily lives are
structured.

2
The term ““determinant” has been used broadly and
imprecisely” [19] in the study of physical activity. A great
many factors have been proposed as candidates for a comprehensive theory of the influences on activity patterns:
including demographic and biological factors, psychological,
cognitive, and emotional factors, behavioural attributes and
skills, social and cultural factors, and physical environment
factors [19, 20]. Among these time use [21, 22] and characteristics of the built environment [23, 24] deserve special
consideration, because their potential influence can be
specific to a particular point in time and/or location (e.g.,
the conditions of one person’s work may unavoidably limit
physical activity for a substantial period of the day; the location of another person’s work may not provide opportunities
for walking over lunch hour).
Time and location are complementary microfoundations
of activity outcomes, but teasing their eﬀects out of data is
especially challenging. Unusually detailed data sets may be
required, if individual-level heterogeneity is not to be averaged out of existence in the course of analysis. SimObesity
[25], a model of obesogenic variables and outcomes, required
a spatial microsimulation model to integrate the data necessary to reveal patterns of spatial variation at the neighbourhood level in Leeds, UK. The work reported here exploits a
rich set of time use data [26, 27] with limited spatial resolution.
The unified modeling of time and location may be
most highly developed in urban planning and transportation
studies, where “active commuting” is an important topic, in
its own right. Urban planners and transportation engineers
have begun to recognize the need to incorporate time use
strategies in their simulation models of mode choice and
traﬃc flow [28]. For example, replacement of the concept of
a trip (one origin and one destination) with that of a tour
(one origin and a sequence of destinations) [29] acknowledges that—for example—the commute to and from work
may also serve shopping and/or child care needs with
obvious implications for active choices. However, a model
of all interacting influences on activity would require still
greater complexity to deal with eﬀects at the levels of “gene,
neurobiology, psychology, family structure and influences,
social context and social norms, environment, markets, and
public policy” [30].
For the present, with a large sample of quantifiable daily
physical activity and sedentary behaviour profiles, and an
understanding of the relationships among physical activity,
sedentary behaviours, and health outcomes, feasible microsimulation models can be used to explore predicted changes
in health outcomes associated with hypothetical population changes in behaviours (e.g., increased walking and/or
decreased television viewing). The relative impact of simulated behaviour changes can be explored using this methodology. The time use portion of the General Social Survey
(GSS) conducted by Statistics Canada [26, 27] provides
information to inform such simulations. Therefore, the
purpose of this investigation was to construct a static physical
activity simulation model to investigate changes in simulated
period life expectancy that could result from reallocations of
time spent in various daily activities.
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2. Methods
Time use diaries are used both to evaluate the change in
population health arising from altered activity patterns and
to assess the variance of those potential improvements—
variance that ultimately arises from the heterogeneity of time
use between individuals, over days of the week, and across
seasons of the year. It is the combination of individual level
time use data and Monte Carlo simulation methods that
makes it possible both to estimate the expected potential
change in life expectancy from a specific behavioural change
and to estimate the variance of those estimates of change.
2.1. Time Use Data. The 2005 GSS collected data on the daily
activities of Canadians living in private dwellings (n =
19, 597). Information was collected by asking respondents to
report their daily activities sequentially during the course of
a 24 hour reference day starting at 4:00 am. For each activity
respondents were asked the start and end time of the activity,
where the activity took place, and who the respondent was
with at the time.
In order to facilitate calculation of the variances of
survey-based estimates, GSS data files are made available
together with sets of bootstrap weights. These weights allow
replicate estimates to be calculated. The variance among
these replicates accounts for the eﬀect of the complex survey
design.
2.2. Imputed Metabolic Equivalents (METs). METs were used
to quantify the intensities of activities for each individual
daily behaviour profile and so facilitate classification of activities into broad activity levels: sedentary, light, moderate, or
vigorous. The mappings of MET values to activity codes were
drawn from the “Compendium of Physical Activities” [31],
an approach that was modelled after a similar exercise with
the American Time Use Survey [32]. In the present study, 158
diﬀerent activities could be distinguished in terms of METs,
with an additional 50 occupational groups providing different MET values for bouts of “Paid Work”. (Additional
activity categories reflect the location, mode of transport,
and social context of activity for each minute of the day.)
2.3. Reporting Errors. The accuracy of self-reported assessments of physical activity is a serious concern. A recent
systematic review [33] examined agreement between selfreported (e.g., questionnaire, diary) and directly measured
(e.g., accelerometry, doubly labeled water) physical activity
in adults, and found low-to-moderate correlations between
the two. However, time use diary data, based on a constrained
interview process and by identifying concrete activities, has
the potential to mitigate these problems in two ways: (1)
activity levels may be inferred from known, average characteristics of specific activity types, rather than relying on
a subjective general assessment of activity intensity, and (2)
the time reference of activity is a specific period of a specific
day, rather than a less definite time period (e.g., “activity
last month” or “usual activity level”). Nevertheless, METs
imputed to these data correspond to averages, and as such
do not fully capture individual variability.
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GSS log (METs): 2000 men clustered for similar daily activity patterns
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Figure 1: Diversity of daily METs. This chart displays time patterns of MET values over a 24-hour period for a random subsample of 2000
person-days reported by male GSS respondents. The vertical dimension represents time of day plotted minute by minute from 4:00 am to
3:59 am (bottom to top), while the horizontal dimension represents individual, sample person-days. The person-days were clustered so that
adjacent person-days on the chart were as alike as possible (the tree at the top of the graph displays the linkages among respondent clusters).
The shades of grey in the chart code for METs on a log scale with white corresponding to low values (e.g., sleep at the beginning and end
of each day) and black corresponding to high values (e.g., vigorous activity at work or in sports). There do not appear to be any compact,
widely separated groups, and clustering appears to be determined as much by timing (e.g., shift workers, or those with vigorous activity in
the morning and daytime) as it is by intensity.

2.4. Diversity of Daily MET Patterns. Figure 1 clearly illustrates that daily activity as reflected in METs is highly variable
both in intensity and in duration. This variability represents
the combined eﬀect of interpersonal diﬀerences and more
systematic diﬀerences among days of the week and among
the seasons.
2.5. Average Daily Time Use Patterns. Daily life is governed by
rhythms which have both metabolic and social underpinnings and that alternate between spells of activity and inactivity of varying duration. Figure 2 illustrates the average
organization of daily patterns reflected in GSS data.
The activity intensity scores displayed in Figure 2 reflect
the three most important components of deviations from
marginal time of day and marginal activity type averages. The
scores were determined by Correspondence Analysis [34]
applied to a table of GSS activity-time frequencies. The curve
labelled “Wake-Sleep” is the most important component
as assessed by its “inertia” (an additive contribution to a
chi-square statistic measuring deviations from independence
of the observed patterns of activity type by time of day).
Increasing and positive scores in the “Wake-Sleep” curve tend
to be associated with activity type profiles that involve work,
school, watching television, and meals. Decreasing and negative scores in the “Wake-Sleep” curve tend to be associated
with sleep. The other two curves on the chart have more complex time profiles and diﬀerent activity type profiles associated with their ups and downs. Together, these three curves
represent 82.2% of total inertia, and, in combination, they

demonstrate the fragmentation of time typically found over
the course of a day.
The activities most strongly related to the set of three
curves include sleep, work, school attendance, meals, watching television, movies, reading, socializing, child care, and
commuting. Stable biological factors underlie the regularity
of these profiles: factors that operate through sleep/wake
cycles, through work/leisure (activity/rest) cycles within the
waking phase, and through regularly spaced meal times.
Social factors are also at play by means of the institutional
constraints imposed by work and through family responsibilities. Sociologists draw all of these together into ordered
degrees of time constraint: necessary time, contracted time,
committed time, and free time [36]. In relation to the present
study, Figure 2 helps draw attention to the degree that such
constraints—both biological and social—and the resulting
fragmentation of time may limit the potential for behavioural change as it involves daily activity patterns [30].
2.6. Relative Mortality Risks. Relative all-cause mortality
risks associated jointly with the intensity of physical activity
and with time spent sedentary are used in this study to link
activity patterns to mortality outcomes. As is evident from
Figure 3, there are appreciable risks associated with being
sedentary that are not accounted for by peak activity level.
The primary source [12] of age-sex-adjusted relative risks
provided estimates both for time spent sedentary over the
course of a typical day and for a dichotomous, self-reported
activity status (“active”/“inactive”). The activity dichotomy
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Activity patterns by time of day on weekdays
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Figure 2: Shifting patterns of activity by time of day on weekdays. This chart displays activity intensity scores that vary by time of day and
that are associated with particular combinations of activity types. The activity intensity scores were produced using a descriptive dimension
reduction technique—correspondence analysis [34]—applied to a table of activity time frequencies representing weekdays. The table comprised 1440 rows—one for each minute of the day—and 182 columns—one for each activity coded in the GSS. Each line on the chart
represents a particular time pattern of activity that is associated with a particular profile of activity types.
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Figure 3: Joint relative risks of mortality: peak activities and hours
sedentary. For this study, estimates of relative risk were primarily
derived from the 1981 Canada Fitness Survey (CFS) augmented
with a 12-year mortality followup on 17 013 respondents [12]. Secondary estimates, based on a 5-year mortality followup on more
than 250,000 participants in the NIH-AARP Diet and Health Study
[35], were used to further diﬀerentiate between levels of peak activity. These estimates have been rescaled so that the baseline hazard is
population average risk, rather than that associated with the lowest
activity category.

was extended using data from the secondary source [35] with
the assumptions: (1) that the secondary estimates of risk
for “vigorous” relative to “moderate” activity levels could be
applied to subdivide the primary “active” category, and (2)
that the secondary estimates of risk for “light” relative to
“sedentary” activity levels could be applied to subdivide the
primary “inactive” category.
The summary indicators used to relate relative risks to
GSS time profiles were (1) peak activity: the peak MET

corresponding to the most intense activity lasting ≥30 minutes and (2) hours sedentary: the total nonsleep hours corresponding to a MET ≤2. Standard MET cut points were
used to categorize peak activity as: sedentary, light, moderate,
or vigorous. The grouping for hours sedentary was determined so that the percentages in each category corresponded,
approximately, to those from the CFS question on time spent
sitting [12].
Any discrepancies among activity categories implicitly
defined by self-reporting in the two studies from which
relative risks were taken or as operationalized using imputed
METs will contribute additional bias to the simulations.
However, errors in the imputed values of METs will have less
of a contribution, because the operationalized activity categories are a coarse classification of METs.
2.7. Baseline Age-Sex-Specific Mortality Hazards. Baseline
age-sex-specific mortality hazards are a key parameter in the
simulations. They were calculated as occurrence-exposure
ratios from Canadian vital statistics data centred on calendar
year 2005 [37]. In combination with the relative risks above,
these hazards determine the approximate absolute risks
associated with physical activity patterns over a complete
range of ages. Since these hazards represent averages for the
Canadian population, multiplication by appropriate relative
risks would produce activity-specific hazards. To obtain
appropriate relative risks, the estimates described were
rescaled so that the baseline hazard is population average
risk, rather than the hazard associated with the lowest activity
category.
The impact that the relative risks have on population
mortality depends on the prevailing distribution of activity
levels. Figure 4 summarises those distributions for the 2005
Canadian population in terms of percentiles of daily average
METs and daily peak METs as a function of age.
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Locally weighted percentiles of average and peak daily METs
by age with simultaneous 95% confidence intervals
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(2) In order to specify variant scenarios, working time
profiles of a sample case are altered by reallocating
the time reported for selected activities to alternative
activity categories (e.g., from time spent watching
television to time spent going for a walk).
(3) Regression equations that relate peak activity and
hours sedentary to time profiles are used to adjust
the relative risks simulated for each working case in
accordance with scenario assumptions.
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Figure 4: Distributions of activity levels in the 2005 Canadian population. These distributional summaries were calculated from average and peak METs of individual GSS respondents using local
weights that are a function of age. Average METS represent nonsleep
hours only.

The most salient features of these distributional summaries are as follows.
(1) Only about 50% of the population achieves a peak
MET that would put them at or above the moderately
active level; however, most of the population is, on
average, sedentary over the course of a day.
(2) The most active fraction of the population—as
represented by the 75th percentile of peak METs—
is increasingly active with age (perhaps because of
healthy survivors or because retirement can free up
hours that, at younger ages, might have been taken up
by sedentary work), while declines in average METs
with age indicate increased hours spent sedentary
among the bulk of seniors.
2.8. Monte Carlo Simulation Design. The Monte Carlo simulations were designed to associate observed or hypothetical
patterns of daily activity with implied levels of mortality
risk as determined by total person-days distributed among
relative risk categories. Simulation of hypothetical deaths
within a single year allows both assessment of average agesex specific mortality risks associated with aggregate activity
patterns and assessment of the variance in such risks.
A summary of the main steps in each Monte Carlo simulation is as follows (with a more technical description being
provided in the appendix).
(1) One GSS respondent at a time is selected as a working
case for simulation. (Results reported in this study are
based on 10,000,000 such simulated cases for each
scenario.) Each working case is randomly selected
with replacement and with probability proportional
to survey weights.

(4) The mortality hazards on which simulation of death
is based are derived using relative risks specific to
the appropriate activity categories. In aggregate, these
hazards will reflect the hypothetical mortality risks
experienced due to the population person-days of
activity-specific exposure implied by the scenario.
(5) Simulated estimates of average age-sex-specific hazards are derived from simulated deaths and simulated
person-years lived. Period life expectancies at age 15
are derived from those average hazards. (A concern
with the validity of applying concepts and methods
developed for adults to children motivated the limitation of the simulations to ages 15 and above.)
2.9. Variance Components. An exceptional feature of this
simulation model is its capability of assessing the variance
of simulated outcomes to decompose that variance into
meaningful components. The variance of simulated outputs
was accounted for by carrying out sets of 40 separate replicate
simulations. Each replicate simulation used a separate bootstrap sample for estimation of regression parameters and
for weighting respondent activity profiles. (With 10,000,000
total cases being simulated for each scenario, 40 replicates
permits 250,000 cases to be simulated for each replicate.)
Variance estimates based on the replicate simulations reflect
the combined eﬀect of heterogeneity of time use in the population, sample variability, and errors in estimation of regression coeﬃcients. Carefully specified scenarios (described in
the technical appendix) permit the relative contributions of
these diﬀerent sources of variability to be quantified.

3. Results
3.1. Life Expectancy for Ages 15+ in the Reference Scenario.
The simulated life expectancy estimates at age 15 for Canada
in 2005 were 67.9 ± 0.7 for women and 63.2 ± 0.8 for men.
These values agree closely with corresponding oﬃcial estimates of period life expectancy for men and women at age 15
in 2001 [36]: 67.6 and 62.5 years, respectively.
3.2. What If Everyone Walked Instead of Their Current Activity
3.2.1. Scenarios Modifying Time Use Patterns. Figure 5 displays simulation results from a collection of 10 “What If ” scenarios that assess the life expectancy diﬀerences that would
hypothetically result from reallocating all of the time spent
in the selected activity categories to going for a walk or a jog
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Figure 5: “What If ” scenarios: simulating “going for a walk” instead of their current activity. Current activities comprise 10 grouped activity
categories that together account for all nonsleep time in each GSS person-day. The error bars represent 95% confidence intervals.

(assuming an average of 4.5 METs). These scenarios collectively account for all nonsleep hours over the course of a day.
As such, they are intended to provide upper bounds on what
might be achieved through time reallocation, rather than as
realistic policy objectives.
Only four of the 10 “what if ” scenarios result in statistically significant diﬀerences in life expectancy and only two
appear to stand out in terms of eﬀect size: “Personal Care”
and “Media & Communications.” However, each of the latter
includes subcategories that would not be appropriate targets
for time reallocation. Personal care includes family meals,
washing, dressing, and medical care as well as naps and
relaxing; media and communications consists of reading,
telephone conversations, and letter writing/reading as well as
watching television. The only obvious target for a behavioural intervention that is implied by these simulations
might be reduction in the sedentary time involving television
watching and leisure-time computer use (i.e., leisure screen
time). A simulation that reallocated all leisure screen time to
going for a walk implied a life expectancy increase of 2.5 years
(95% CI, 1.4 to 3.8).
Estimates of diﬀerences in life expectancy have relatively
large variances. For example, the estimate of the eﬀect of
eliminating leisure screen time has a coeﬃcient of variation
of nearly 25%. The ultimate source of this variance is the
diversity of activity intensity over the course of a day as displayed in Figure 1. This conclusion is reinforced by results of
a decomposition of the mean squared error (MSE) of simulation (detailed in the appendix) where the dominant sources
of variability were found to be equally divided between
sampling variability and the underlying heterogeneity of activity profiles. Variability in parameter estimates—regression
coeﬃcients and mortality relative risks—played a minor role.
3.3. Decomposition of the Mean Squared Error. Table 1
assesses the relative contribution of the five main sources of
variability as identified by the scenario modifications described in Table 2.

Table 1: % Mean squared error by source: excess total deaths and
change in life expectancy.
Source
Sampling variability
Regression variance
Mortality RR variance
Rounded reported ages
Heterogeneous activity profiles

Excess total
deaths
48.6
0.6
0.1
0.5
50.2

Change in life
expectancy
53.1
0.6
0.1
4.5
41.8

Evidently, the bulk of the empirically based variance
in the simulation results can be traced back population
heterogeneity or to sampling variability (which is itself a consequence of population heterogeneity). In these simulations,
parameter variance (either regression variance or mortality
RR variance) plays a negligible role. Response error—in the
form of rounded ages—contributes most to outcomes that
are sensitive to the distribution at the oldest ages (i.e., Life
expectancy rather than excess deaths).

4. Discussion
Together Figures 3 and 4 provide a clear indication that not
only is the bulk of the Canadian population exposed to excess
mortality risk as a consequence of their patterns of physical
activity, but that, for most, the situation worsens with age.
This study shows that prevailing patterns of physical activity
are associated with a large loss in potential life expectancy.
Rather than aiming to have the population vigorously active,
important improvements in life expectancy can be gained
by replacing current low or sedentary activity with modest
exertion. For example, an increase of as much as 2.5 years
of life might result if all leisure screen time was replaced by
walking. This is an eﬀect size on par with estimates of the
elimination of obesity or smoking [38, 39]. But, it is not
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Table 2: Sources of variability identified by a sequence of scenario modifications.
Source identified
Independence∗
Sampling variability∗
Regression variance∗
Combined bootstrap variance
Mortality RR variance
Randomized ages
Combined randomization
Heterogeneous activity profiles
∗ Required

Reference scenario
Reference
Watching TV ≥ walking
Independence
Independence
Independence
Combined bootstrap
Combined bootstrap
Combined bootstrap
Combined randomization

Scenario modification
Reallocate time from watching TV to walking
Respondents from bootstrap sample b, while regressions
from [(b + 1) mod 40]
Respondents drawn using full sample weights
Regressions estimated using full sample weights
Combines the two previous scenarios
Set relative risk variance to 0.0
No perturbation of reported ages
Combines the two previous scenarios
Set all reported activity profiles equal to the mean profile

mean bootstrap variance correction.

a realistic policy objective, since it includes much of the
Canadian populations’ evening leisure time.
An age-by-age examination of simulated improvements
in mortality hazards (not shown) indicates that the simulation results arise from age diﬀerences in mortality as well
as activity patterns. Seniors would benefit more in terms of
mortality than other age groups in part because of their
higher baseline mortality. But in addition, seniors spend
more time sedentary (Figure 4) as also evidenced by higher
average hours watching television and so have more scope
for improvement in that regard as well. In contrast, the elimination of all vigorous activity (6+ METs) from each time
profile has virtually no measurable eﬀect on life expectancy,
because vigorous activity is already rare and is concentrated in young (low mortality) ages. So, to achieve the gains
promised by the “leisure screen-time” scenario, the behaviour of seniors would have to change more than other age
groups.
Thus, reducing the harmful eﬀects of physical inactivity
has to involve both changing current daily activity patterns
and intensity (increasing physical activity and decreasing
sedentary behaviour), while ensuring persistence of those
changes throughout the life course. Success in achieving
those ends will be demonstrated by an active and healthy
population of seniors, since it is at the end of life that the
health benefits will be most pronounced.
Opportunities for behaviour intervention diﬀer by age.
The feasibility of specific interventions is influenced by how
daily lives are structured, while that structure, in turn, is
influenced by institutional constraints related to work or
school and by constraints related to mutual organization of
time among family and friends. These influences may vary
over the life cycle.
Patterns of daily time use are highly variable. This variability is directly observable in these data (Figure 1) and
could pose problems for eﬀective public health policy implementation. The decomposition of mean squared simulation
error implies that about 50% of the variance in simulated
intervention eﬀects may be attributed to population heterogeneity directly. In other words, the confidence intervals on
these intervention eﬀects would likely only be 30% narrower,

if the estimates could be based on a census rather than a sample. In that circumstance, substituting time spent walking
for most of the broad activity categories shown in Figure 5
would still indicate no significant improvement in mortality.
Thus, with this much variability in the population, there is
a risk that the impact of interventions that are too narrowly
focused or too limited in scope might be dissipated. In fact,
achievement of population physical activity objectives may
not be feasible through reallocation of time alone. Rather, it
may be necessary to find ways to increase the METs associated with common activities, reversing a long-standing trend
by investing in technology that is less labour saving rather
than more.
Essentially, this study takes relative risks estimated from
published prospective mortality studies [12, 35] and reexpresses them in terms of life expectancies. However, the
special contribution of the study derives from the direct
links that are established among mortality risks, intensity
of physical activity, and time use patterns. The microdata
foundations of these links and the use of Monte Carlo microsimulation techniques permit an evaluation of the variance
of hypothesized eﬀects, as well as oﬀering insights into the
influence that time use constraints and the diversity of time
use might have on the potential success of behavioural interventions aimed at reducing physical inactivity.
But, this study has important limitations. It depends
on published estimates of relative risks taken from only
two studies [12, 35]. Incorporation of estimates from other
studies would lead to more robust conclusions. However,
despite there being numerous studies testing for an eﬀect of
leisure-time physical activity on mortality, there are fewer
studies that test eﬀects of more broadly defined activities
(including nonleisure time) and fewer still that consider joint
eﬀects of activity and time spent sedentary. Another limitation involves the fact that the risk estimates used were
adjusted for age and sex only. As such, they can only provide
upper bounds on the eﬀect of physical activity on mortality.
Adjusting for potential confounding variables would provide
better measures of the direct causal eﬀect of physical activity
on mortality risk. Even so, the main source [12] of relative
risk estimates used in this study indicated that multivariate
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adjustment including smoking and alcohol consumption did
not result in any marked change in the relative risks to
time spent sitting. Finally, in this study METs are imputed
rather than measured and, as such, some of the underlying
variability in activity patterns remains unobserved.
In summary, this study demonstrates the value of a
novel simulation method that directly relates detailed activity
patterns to expected mortality outcomes and their variance,
in a manner that enhances the value of the data for health
policy purposes.

Appendix
Technical Specification of the
Simulation Model
This appendix provides a rigorous description of the model
by means of an algebraic representation in terms of parameters and outcome measures.
Elements of the model: simulation equations and parameters:


hSi( j(b)) a∗i( j(b)) , g j

sample b, S is scenario identifier, a and a∗ are observed and
randomly perturbed ages, g is gender (0 = Female, 1 = Male),
U  and U  are independent uniform [0, 1] pseudorandom
numbers, Z is standard normal pseudorandom number,
h0 (a∗ , g) is baseline hazard specific to age a∗ and gender
g, hSi( j(b)) (a∗ , g) is scenario specific, activity adjusted hazard,
Pi(S j(b)) is scenario specific peak activity, Hi(S j(b)) is scenario
specific hours sedentary, I[] is indicator (0 or 1) vector given
P j and H j and given cut-points C P and C H , θ is vector of
(log) relative risks, σ 2 is approximate (scalar) variance of
(log) relative risks, X j and X Sj are observed and scenario speH
cific activity profile vectors, βb,a
∗ is hours sedentary regresP
sion coeﬃcients (bootstrap b, age a∗ ), βb,a
∗ is peak activity
regression coeﬃcients (bootstrap b, age a∗ ).
Simulation outcomes: deaths and life expectancy at age
15+ deaths:

⎧
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨1,
S
Di( j(b)) =⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩0,







 



, g j exp I PiS
= h0 a∗
i j(b)
(

S
( j(b)) , Hi( j(b)) θ

)

+ σZi( j(b)) −

σ2
,
2

a∗i( j(b))




⎧ 
⎪


⎪
⎪
int
a
+2
U
−
U
+0.5
,
j
⎪
i( j(b))
i( j(b))
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨
= int a j + 2+ a j − 90
⎪
⎪
⎪



⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩
× Ui j(b) − Ui j(b) +0.5 ,

(

)

(

⎛

PiS( j(b))

⎜
= Pj⎝

S
D+,b
=



)

if a j < 90

otherwise,

Hi(S j(b))

⎜
= Hj⎝

I

PiS( j(b)) , HiS( j(b))

i( j(b))

P
X j βb,a
∗

i( j(b))

⎟
⎠,



.
= ..
⎪
⎪ 
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
if Pi( j(b)) ≥ C3P &Hi( j(b))
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩
≥ C3H

<1
(A.2)

DiS( j(b)),

⎟
⎠,
⎞

H
X Sj βb,a
∗

⎧ 
⎪
if Pi( j(b)) < C1P &Hi( j(b))
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
< C1H
⎪
⎪
⎨

hSi( j(b))

otherwise,

egS

≈



S
S
la+1,g
+ la,g

a=15

2

⎛

,



i( j(b))



− ln

if



⎞

P
X Sj βb,a
∗

H
X j βb,a
∗

i, j

Ui( j(b))

where Ui( j(b)) is a uniform [0, 1] pseudo-random number,
Di(S j(b)) is the i’th replicate mortality outcome simulated for
respondent j in bootstrap sample b under scenario S, and
S
is the total number of deaths simulated using bootstrap
D+,b
sample b under scenario S.
Life expectancy 15+:

i( j(b))

⎛





hSa,g = 

lS
a,g

a=a∗
i( j(b))
g =g j
a=a∗
i( j(b))
g =g j

= exp⎝−

x=15

⎞

hSx,g ⎠,
(A.3)

DiS( j(b))
FiS( j(b))

a


,

then 1, otherwise 0

then 1, otherwise 0,
(A.1)

where b is bootstrap replicate sample, j is survey respondent,
i is replicate sequence number (number of times sampled),
i( j(b)) is i’th simulation of respondent j within bootstrap

where Fi(S j(b)) is the fraction of the year lived in the simulation
(i.e., 1 if no death was simulated and a fraction otherwise),
hSa,g is the simulated empirical hazard at age a and for gender
S is the simulated survival probability from age 15 to age
g, la,g
a for gender g, and egS is the simulated life expectancy at age
15 for gender g.
The model allows an assessment of outcome variance
components that can be ascribed to model parameters.
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Mean squared error (MSE) of simulated excess total
deaths:
S 2

S

MSE(S , S) = D+ − D+
S

B



S
b=1 D+,b
,
B

D+ =


 D+S − D+S
Var




⎡
⎢

VCS ⎣
⎧
⎪
⎪
⎨25,

VCS = ⎪

⎪
⎩1,





S

S
D+,b

B

S
− D+,b

S
b=1 D+,b
,
B

Var(S − S ) = Var(S) − Var(S )

⎤

2
S

S 2⎥

− D+ − D+

(A.5)

But, if S and S diﬀer because S has one source of variability
eliminated (and given that all sources are uncorrelated with
each other), then Cov(S, S ) = Var(S ); then,

B

=

B
b=1

Var(S − S ) = Var(S) + Var(S ) − 2Cov(S, S ).


+ Var
D+S − D+S ,

D+ =

between statistics generated by the modified and unmodified
scenarios can be expressed as

⎦,

if scenario S requires Mean Bootstrap
Variance Correction
otherwise.
(A.4)

A similar, but more involved, calculation determines the
MSE of simulated life expectancies.
Variance Components. There are four main sources of variability in the model, apart from that linking a simulated
mortality hazard to a simulated mortality outcome:
(1) i( j(b)): sampling variability as reflected in bootstrap
replicates,
(2) Var(βaH ) and Var(βaP ): variance of regression coeﬃcients among bootstrap replicates,
(3) σ 2 : variance of (log) relative mortality risks, and
(4) a∗ : randomly perturbing ages fills in gaps and
smooths the sample age distribution (which exhibited eﬀects of rounding).
These sources of variability are incorporated into the
simulation by
(1) sampling respondents with probability proportional
to bootstrap weights,
(2) using regressions estimated from separate bootstrap
replicate samples,
(3) explicitly perturbing the relative risk parameter
reflecting errors in estimation,
(4) explicitly perturbing the observed age to counter
eﬀects of rounding.
A fifth, more fundamental source of variability is the heterogeneity within the population as represented in sampled
person-day activity profiles.
The relative importance of source of variability can be
assessed by comparing a given scenario S to a modified form
of that scenario S involving only one change to the simulation parameters. This is analogous to the determination
of the reduction in residual sums of squares attributable to
a given variable in a regression equation by deleting one
variable at a time and noting the resulting increase in residual
sums of squares. More formally, the variance of the diﬀerence

(A.6)

a direct measure of the variance due to the source of variability that was removed.
However, there are complications: sampling variability
and regression variance are correlated, because they are based
on matched bootstrap samples; variance estimates associated
with bootstrapped sources of variability need correction for
the use of a mean bootstrap algorithm, but other sources do
not. (To produce each set of mean bootstrap weights, sets
of 25 independent, conventional bootstrap weights were
average, so, bootstrapped nominal variances had to be multiplied by 25 to produce consistent variance estimates.) Thus,
the decomposition of simulation MSE requires a sequence of
steps in which appropriate reference scenarios are identified
against which to compare scenarios from which specific
sources of variability have been removed.
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